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Executive Summary
Human collaboration is a major factor in reaching the ELECTRIFIC goal of integrating emobility into the grid in a smart way, while improving the use of renewables. Drivers will
ultimately decide when they will charge their vehicles, and where.
In this deliverable, we discuss smart solutions that can offer recommendations to EV drivers
that help improve grid friendliness and introduce more ecological routines. In particular, we will
present a variety of incentives and choice architecture decisions that can play a large role in
steering the EV users towards a behavior that might be less habitual than they are used to, but
made more convenient and valuable by the suggestion.
Two areas are targeted in WP6: the need to understand the user, their behaviours, attitudes
and what makes EVs attractive or less attractive to them; and, fitting to this, ways in which
these users can be motivated to adhere to smart solutions for example provided by the
ELECTRIFIC application, a smart navigation tool that shows routing and charging choices
along with provided availability and renewable energy information. This document presents
analysis and outcomes of research into these two areas.
After an introduction to the deliverable in Section I, we present the final development of usage
and user profiles in Section II. Here, we briefly describe the survey that we developed and
present an overview over data collected and results.
Section III outlines the guidelines for development of the ELECTRIFIC application, as well as
the final version of the app that has been developed based on these guidelines. We present
concepts of ergonomic interaction and human-machine interface development, in particular
the design of the graphical user interface (GUI) used in final trials.
Section IV presents a summary of non-financial and financial behaviour steering techniques
that have been employed in our research.
Finally, we present behavioural trials in Section V, including how they were deployed and a
brief summary of results where appropriate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I.1. Purpose and organization of the document
The objective of this deliverable is to give an overview over the final stage of the human
decision making engine of ELECTRIFIC and summarize all achieved results from the
perspective of WP6.
The main purpose of WP6 was to understand user-EV interactions, in particular by creating
usage and psychological user profiles, and then, based on this knowledge, to guide users
towards optimized behaviour. This deliverable document is therefore subdivided into four major
components:
Section II deals with usage and psychological user profiling. In this section, final results from
research and surveys about the target users (EV drivers) is presented. One major focus is also
to test whether the ELECTRIFIC software solution is designed overlapping their needs.
Section III gives an overview over the human-machine interaction designs that were produced
in collaboration with WP3 regarding the ELECTRIFIC application and software solution
(ADAS). This solution includes single-trip planning and navigation, with WP6 being in charge
of maximizing user-friendliness and ergonomic experience. We also integrated behaviour
guidance techniques that are used in experimental trials to test whether they help increase
users' acceptance of ELECTRIFIC optimization criteria.
Section IV summarizes the final status of integration and testing of incentive structures into
the ELECTRIFIC system. Here, we distinguish between symbolic incentives, material
incentives, and financial incentives.
Section V outlines the design of behavioural experimental trials from WP6 perspective, in
close collaboration with WP8. More information about the execution and results of these trials
is provided in D8.4; here, results are summarized in the context of WP6 theoretical input.

I.2. Scope and Audience
This document provides an overview over the final stage of work done in WP6. It is written for
EC Officers and appointed evaluators, as well as the general public as a final statement
document. Some overlap should be expected with deliverables from WP8, as it is heavily
involved in trial planning and deployment of the app in the trials.
WP6 collaborated with WP2 and WP3 regarding metrics and ergonomically optimized humanmachine interaction to build an attractive GUI that provides suggestions based on optimization
criteria and integrates behaviour change techniques. Their final release deliverables also give
additional context to the here stated information.
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II. FINAL DEVELOPMENT OF USER PROFILES
In this section, we will present results from analyses of behavioral patterns, on the one hand,
based on driving and charging data (termed usage profiles), and on the other hand, based on
survey data of user attitudes, belief systems and user characteristics (user profiles). Ultimately,
the goal is to use these analyses to match incentive structures and improve EV attractiveness.

II.1. Final Usage Profiles
In this chapter the final development of the Usage Profiling (UP) is described. At first it is stated
what exact problem prevails. Then the data basis and the typology are described. Afterwards
the first experiments and the identification of the relevant parameters are summarized. In the
fourth section the enhanced experiments and the therefore used questionnaires are described.
Afterwards the final design of the UP is explained as well as the final results.

II.1.1. Introduction and Problem description
In the last decades a lot of driver assistance systems have been developed to improve the
safety on our roads, such as car navigation systems, cruise control or lane-keeping assistance
systems. These functions mostly did and do not distinguish between different drivers. This
results in general system outputs and generic system behaviour. Today, services are
increasingly user-adapted for instance adaptive cruise control or even personalized lane
keeping assist systems [1]. For Electric Vehicles (EV) different services are important, that can
be improved by adapting it to user profiles. On the one hand this can be done for example by
improving the range approximation with the driving style of the user and therefore increase the
reliability and attractiveness of an EV. On the other hand, the ecological footprint of our daily
transportation can be reduced by giving personalized suggestions for the driving style or
greener charging options. Therefore, the potential of EVs to reduce CO2 emissions [2]
increases under the premise that the charged energy comes from regenerative sources. This
can also reduce health risks like the fine-dust pollution or slow down the global warming [3].
To personalize such assistance services, it is a necessary precondition to classify the driving
behaviour in real-time to adapt the assistance service during driving according to the driving
style of the driver. A sportive and very fast driver will have a significantly higher energy
consumption than a very slow and foreseeing driver. Here, the difference in the driving
behaviour of an EV in comparison to a CEV is important as shown in [4]. This results from EV
technological specifications. As an EV provides a constant torque, this brings the benefit of
maximum acceleration at any time. In a CEV this depends on the engines rpm (revolutions per
minute). Another difference is also the braking behaviour, as the EV regenerates energy when
there is no acceleration and while braking. This is called regenerative braking or recuperation.
It affects the braking behaviour quite strongly as the regeneration of energy already slows
down the vehicle and less braking from the driver is necessary. It depends on the model, but
in most EVs there is also an eco-mode or eco button, this affects the intensity of the
acceleration and brake pedal. The acceleration will be decreased and the recuperation will be
increased.
The developed usage profiling system of ELECTRIFIC classifies a user with the knowledge of
this differences using fuzzy logic. The system receives the data from an EV in real time and
analyses the driving behaviour during a trip but it can also be used afterwards for other analysis
like behavioural forecasting.
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II.1.2. Data basis and typology
The UP in ELECTRIFIC is based on real life driving data from EVs. Therefore, a transfer of
driving data from the EVs is required. This data collection consists of multiple components as
it can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Data collection system

The data acquisition is realized by of additional hardware located in the EV and a software
component. At first, an OBD module allows the acquisition of driving data from the EV’s CAN
bus. On the second stage, a tablet, with a special app installed, receives the CAN data via
Bluetooth. It filters, decodes and transmits it over a secured cellular internet connection to a
server. This system allows collecting a range of different parameters from the EV that are
necessary for the driving behavior.
The EV driving data, which is available, is stated in the following list.
•

Accelerator pedal [%]

•

Brake pedal [%]

•

Eco mode [on or off]

•

Speed [km/h]

•

State of Charge [kWh]

•

Energy consumption [kWh]

•

GPS-coordinates

These parameters of the list above will be collected by the Data Collection System from THD
that is built in the EVs. For detailed information on the functionality of this system see D5.3.
As basic typology for the first experiments the following user groups, often used in literature,
are used:
-

Careful

-

Normal

-

Sportive

These types of drivers have different assets that are associated with those types and are
pictured in descriptive language in the following. A careful driver, on the one hand, tends to
drive slower and more steady and has a lower acceleration and braking. But a sportive driver,
on the other hand, drives faster than average and the driving style is not as smooth and the
acceleration and braking is much stronger. In between those two types is the normal driver,
that is neither driving too careful or too sportive.
As the first experiments took place one important user feedback was that the term “careful”
was not understood correctly by some drivers. Therefore, the typology was adjusted, so that it
is more informative and descriptive. The driving style “careful” was hence changed to
“foresighted”.
10
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The final typology is:
-

Foresighted

-

Normal

-

Sportive

II.1.3. Identification of relevant parameters
For driving behaviour analysis on EVs the relevant data differ from CEVs as discussed above.
Therefore, the approach to analyse the usage of an EV has to be adjusted in several new
dimensions like the recuperation influence on the brake pedal. To demonstrate the feasibility
of this UP, it is designed for and tested on Renault ZOEs.
First experiments were carried out to identify the relevant data for the UP. For these
experiments a 9 km route was driven that consist of 50% city and 50% rural streets and minimal
height difference. This was repeated three times for each desired behaviour class “careful”,
“normal” and “sportive”. For this experiment drivers were instructed to stick to initially chosen
driving behaviour as the traffic and safety allowed it. One driver drove all three desired driving
behaviours. The experiments were conducted in a row, to minimize temperature differences
and traffic influences.
After these first experiments the driving data is analysed. The results of this analysis are
described in the following.
The intensity of the accelerator pedal differs significantly for the different driving behaviours.
This is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Histograms of acceleration pedal data for driving styles: careful – normal - sportive

This figure shows the different driving styles and their corresponding histograms: careful –
normal – sportive (from left to right). The x-axis represents the intensities of accelerator pedal
inputs shown in percentage and the y-axis shows the frequency of the different intensities. To
better identify the driving styles, frequencies of above 30 are not shown in this figure, however,
they are later used for the analysis. This provides the possibility of getting a better look into
higher intensities of accelerator pedal input as they show the main differences in driving styles.
It is clearly shown that the range of intensities differs strongly with regard to the different driving
styles as is marked with arrows. Careful drivers show a maximum intensity of accelerator pedal
input of 40 %, normal drivers also display intensities of up to 60 % and sportive drivers also
show intensities of up to 90 %. Therefore, also the average values differ: for the careful driving
style the average amounts to 9.62 %, for the normal driving style it is 10.67 % and for the
sportive driving style it is 12.27 %. These average values may also serve to identify the different
driving styles.
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As the second indicator for the UP the brake pedal intensity is identified. Here too, it is obvious
that there are differences in brake pedal intensity patterns, however, not for all driving styles.
The frequencies of the brake pedal intensity is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Histograms of brake pedal data for driving styles: careful – normal - sportive

As above in the histograms for the accelerator pedal, the order from left to right is careful,
normal and sportive. The x-axis shows brake pedal intensity in percentages and the y-axis
displays the frequency of different intensities. It can be seen that the differences between the
driving styles are not that striking as for the accelerator pedal. This constitutes one important
difference between EVs and CEVs. As EVs recover energy when the accelerator pedal is not
hit, the brake pedal is much less used and there is also less need for strong braking. Therefore,
also differences that seem small at first sight are relevant to driving behaviour. It can be seen
that in comparison to the careful driving behaviour, there is a higher frequency of the 10–20 %
brake pedal intensity in normal driving behaviour. For the sportive style the frequency of
between 10–20 % is less often documented, however, a high frequency of the 20–30 % brake
intensity is registered. Furthermore, there are brake pedal intensities of above 30 % unlike in
normal or careful driving styles. These differences may also be seen in the average values of
brake pedal intensities. The average of brake pedal intensity for the careful driving style
amounts to 2.34 %, for the normal it is 2.62 % and for the sportive driving style it is 4.55 %.
The eco-mode button is another influencing factor. When the driver activates the eco-mode
button, it will decrease the intensity of the accelerator pedal and increase energy recovery.
Therefore, the accelerator pedal and the brake pedal patterns will be different if the eco-mode
button is switched on. A normal driver is more likely to activate the eco-mode button than a
sportive driver. However, when the eco-mode button is activated the accelerator pedal needs
to be pushed stronger to achieve a certain degree of acceleration and thus this specific
accelerator pedal pattern could be classified as sportive, too. Hence the ratio of eco-button
usage during a trip is a crucial parameter for the UP in electric vehicles.
Therefore, we identify the following parameters as relevant data:
-

Intensity of accelerator pedal

-

Intensity of brake pedal

-

Use of eco-button

II.1.4. Experiments and questionnaires
To increase the accuracy of the UP, enhanced experiments were conducted. These
experiments are designed in such a way that 7 drivers will take a 15 km route including city,
highway and rural streets. The driver had 2 co-drivers that were the same over all drivers for
a better consistency and evaluation of the results. The drivers were instructed to choose based
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on their personal preference a driving style out of the above mentioned driving styles
“foresighted”, “normal” and “sportive”. The co-drivers assessed the experienced trips without
knowing what driving behaviour the driver has chosen.
Directly after the trip the driver as well as the co-drivers filled in a short questionnaire to assess
the driving behaviour. Below the questionnaire is shown in Figure 4. The questionnaire is
written and designed in German as the test persons are German. Therefore, the questions will
be explained in the following. It is separated in three categories, the overall impression of the
driving style, the specific characteristics of the trip and the traffic situation. For the first category
the overall impression can be ranked between foresighted, normal and sportive with 2
intermediate stages between the three driving behaviours.
In the second category special driving characteristics can be ranked from “very weak” to “very
strong”. Those categories were elaborated from the above-mentioned identification of relevant
parameters for the UP. The characteristics that can be ranked are:
-

Average acceleration

-

Average braking

-

Frequency of using the recuperation instead of braking

-

Frequency of using the eco-button

-

Smoothness of the overall drive

-

Average speed

In the third category the traffic situation can be described. The percentage of a free drive
without traffic obstruction is the first question. The second is the percentage of slow-moving
traffic. And in the third question the percentage and the type of obstructions can be described.
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Figure 4: Questionnaire design (in German)
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The results of these questionnaires are presented in the following table.
Table 1. Results of the questionnaires
Chosen
driving
style

Overall
impression

Acceleration

Braking

Recuperation

Eco
Mode

Smoothness

Speed

Traffic
condition

Sportive

Sportive
leaning
towards
Normal
(6 of 7)

Strong
(4 of 5)

Strong
(4 of 5)

Sometimes
(3 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Bumpy
(4 of 5)

A little
faster
as
normal
(4 of 5)

90% free
10% slowmoving

Sportive

Normal
leaning
towards
Sportive
(5 of 7)

Strong
(4 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

Sometimes
(3 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Smooth
(2 of 5)

A little
faster
as
normal
(4 of 5)

80% free
20% slowmoving

Sportive

Normal
leaning
towards
Sportive
(5 of 7)

Strong
(4 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

Rare
(4 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Bumpy
(4 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

88% free
12% slowmoving

Normal

Normal
(4 of 7)

Medium
(3 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

Rare
(4 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Smooth
(2 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

90% free
5% slowmoving
5%
obstruction

Normal

Normal
leaning
towards
Foresighted
(3 of 7)

Low
(2 of 5)

Low
(2 of 5)

Sometimes
(3 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Smooth
(2 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

95% free
5% slowmoving

Foresighted

Foresighted
leaning
towards
Normal
(2 of 7)

Low to
Medium
(2.5 of
5)

Medium
to
Strong
(3.5 of
5)

Rare
(4 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Medium
to
Bumpy
(3.5 of 5)

Medium
(3 of 5)

90% free
5% slowmoving
5%
obstruction

Foresighted

Foresighted
(1 of 7)

Weak
(2 of 5)

Very
Weak
(1 of 5)

Very often
(1 of 5)

Very
rare
(5 of
5)

Very
Smooth
(1 of 5)

A little
slower
as
normal
(2 of 5)

98% free
2% slowmoving

As we can see in the table above overall the driving style was performed and identified correctly
in most cases.
Also, the energy consumption is a good indicator, under the circumstances of similar weather
conditions, that the performed driving styles did overall fit the expectations for the different
driving styles.

Driving style

Energy consumption (kWh)

Energy consumption per kilometer

Sportive leaning towards Normal

3200

246.15
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Normal leaning towards Sportive

3100

Normal

2700

Normal leaning towards Foresighted

2800

Foresighted leaning towards Normal

2000

Foresighted

2300

238.5
192.9
215.4
153.85
164.3

In the above table only two little differences can be detected. The “Normal” driving style has a
little less energy consumption with 192.9 kWh than the “Normal leaning towards Foresighted”
driving style with 215.4 kWh. As well the “Foresighted leaning towards Normal” driving style
has a little less energy consumption with 164.3 kWh than the “Foresighted” driving style with
153.85 kWh. But these differences are very small and can be explained by small temperature
differences and the use of the air-conditioning.
The next table shows a combined analysis of the rankings for the acceleration and the braking
and recuperation assessment.
Table 2. Combined analysis of the rankings for acceleration, braking and recuperation
assessment
Driving Style

Average
acceleration
pedal

Ranking
in
questionnaire

Average
brake pedal

Ranking
in
questionnaire

Recuperation

Sportive
leaning
towards
Normal

34.95

4

32.51

4

3

3.5

Normal
leaning
towards
Sportive

31.70

4

16.15

3

3.5

3.25

Normal

23.14

3

16.01

3

4

3.5

Normal
leaning
towards
Foresighted

20.00

2

17.13

2

3

2.5

Foresighted
leaning
towards
Normal

22.28

2.5

16.75

3.5

4

3.75

Foresighted

17.69

2

20.79

1

1

1
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Here it can be seen that most driving styles rank according to the expectations. One deviation
can be identified for the driving style “Foresighted leaning towards Normal”. This can be
explained by the fact that the driver was non experienced with EVs and did not adjust to the
new acceleration and especially the braking behaviour. As an EV accelerates faster, the driver
did not adjust to this fact as quickly, resulting in a higher ranking than expected for the chosen
driving style, marked with yellow. More drastically this can be seen for the braking behaviour,
that is more different from a combustion engine vehicle. Here a much higher braking ranking
than expected can be seen in the table, marked also with yellow. But this deviation would be
eliminated after a couple of trips, as the driver gets used to the EV, and therefore the system
would classify it correctly after those initial trips.
With the knowledge of the above explained results of the enhanced experiments the UP using
fuzzy logic was developed and it will be described in the following chapter.

II.1.5. Design of the Classification
Now the general process of the fuzzification and defuzzification will be described followed by
the specific design of the UP.

Figure 5. Fuzzification example of the accelerator pedal intensity

The fuzzy logic is an extension of the classical propositional or Boolean logic. While
propositional logic is only capable of differentiating between true and false (an element is part
of a set or not), fuzzy logic also allows statements to be partly true or false. This differentiation
of subsets allows more room for interpretation. To represent the degree of affiliation of an
element to a group, membership functions, the so-called fuzzy sets, are established. The
degree of membership of an element in a set is then represented as a number from 0 to 1. 0 if
the element is not part of the set (false) and 1 if it is completely part of the set (true). Every
number in between shows how strongly an element belongs to a set. The accelerator pedal
intensity can be considered as an example, as it can vary between “weak”, “middle” or “strong”
as it can be seen in Figure 5. For our approach, the fuzzy set was modelled with triangle
functions.
The x-axis represents the accelerator pedal intensity in percentage and the y-axis indicates
the degree of fulfilment for the 3 different linguistic terms. Weak is therefore 0%, middle is 50%
and strong is 100%. These are called linguistic terms and the edges between these areas are
fluent. Therefore, a distribution for each term will be defined that describes the degree of
fulfilment. Here it can be seen that one input value can correlate to more than one linguistic
term. An accelerator pedal intensity of 45 % would fulfil the term “weak” to 10 %, but the term
“middle” would be fulfilled to 90 %. This is called fuzzification. For the fuzzification different
membership functions can be used, in Figure 5 the very common triangular membership
function is used. The trapezoid function, which is also frequently employed, will be used later.
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To connect the fuzzifications of the different input parameters rules can be used. One rule out
of the input parameter “average of accelerator pedal intensity” and “average of brake pedal
intensity” and the corresponding linguistic terms “low”, “medium” and “high” can be described
as follows:
IF acceleratorpedal_average IS high AND brakepedal_average IS high THEN driving_style IS
sportive
With linguistic terms as many rules can be described in the fuzzy logic as needed. Each rule
can consist of many linguistic terms that are connected with “and”, “or” and “not”. One or more
linguistic output terms are derived from each rule to define the driving styles “foresighted”,
“normal” and “sportive”. This is called inference process. Therefore, the logical linking of the
rules as geometric functions is used. Many different rules need to be applied for a functioning
system and it needs to be ensured that an out-put value can be generated for every possible
combination.
In a last step, the generated output values will be converted into a numerical value. This is
called defuzzification. Defuzzification also uses distributions that can be the same membership
functions as for the fuzzification.
In the following, the design of our approach for a fuzzy logic for EVs is described. In the chapter
above we identified the relevant data for the UP. For our usage profiling approach, we chose
the following as input aggregation for the calculation of the driving style:
-

Average of accelerator pedal intensity [%]

-

Average of the brake pedal intensity [%]

-

Ratio of the eco button activations [%]

The input value range is adjusted according to the experiment average values so that during
the fuzzification different linguistic terms are created for the different driving styles. This can
also be seen in the fuzzification of the average brake pedal intensity.

Figure 6. Fuzzification of the average brake pedal intensity

In Figure 6 the distribution of the fuzzification of the average brake pedal intensity and the
identified driving style is shown. The x-axis represents the average brake pedal intensity in
percentage and the y-axis displays the degree of fulfilment or membership for the 3 different
linguistic terms. The value range of the brake pedal intensity is limited from 0 % to 40% as the
averages of the experiments are in this range. For all terms “weak”, “middle” and “strong” a
trapezoid membership function was chosen, because these functions provided the best
results. For our experiments, the average brake pedal intensities for the different driving styles
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are shown with red markings. For the purpose of lucidity, the 7 levels of driving styles were
consolidated to our 3 main driving styles, as the different levels were too close to get a good
impression. Here it can be seen that the brake pedal does not give a really clear distinction
between the driving styles, as the normal and foresighted brake pedal intensities are too close
and are not correctly located. Therefore, the brake pedal only is not enough to classify the
driving styles.
The accelerator pedal is a clearer indicator for the driving style as it is shown in the respective
membership functions in the figure below.

Figure 7. Fuzzification of the average accelerator pedal intensity

In Figure 7 the distribution of the fuzzification of the average accelerator pedal intensity and
the identified driving style is shown. The x-axis shows the average accelerator pedal intensity
in percentage and the y-axis displays the membership for the 3 different linguistic terms. For
the linguistic terms “weak” and “strong” a trapezoid membership function was used and for the
linguistic term “middle”, a triangular membership function was used to best fit the driving styles.
It can be seen that the average acceleration is a good indicator for the driving style and it can
be very well separated. The driving styles lie further away from each other and are thus better
distinguishable.
As last input the ratio of the eco button was identified. This was fuzzified with triangular
membership functions for all three driving styles comparable to Figure 4. This was modelled
from data from our first experiments, that were mentioned above to identify relevant
parameters as in our questionnaire experiments the participants did not use the eco button.
For the calculation of the output values from the fuzzified input values a set of rules are created,
as depicted in Table 3.
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Table 3. Fuzzy logic rule block
Ruleblock
Rule

acceleration_average

brake_average

eco_average

driving_style

weight

01.

weak

weak

weak

foresighted

1.0

02.

weak

weak

middle

foresighted

1.0

03.

weak

weak

strong

foresighted

1.0

04.

weak

middle

weak

foresighted

1.0

05.

weak

middle

middle

foresighted

0.8

06.

weak

middle

strong

foresighted

1.0

07.

weak

strong

weak

normal

0.4

08.

weak

strong

middle

foresighted

0.5

09.

weak

strong

strong

foresighted

0.6

10.

middle

weak

weak

normal

0.7

11.

middle

weak

middle

foresighted

0.2

12.

middle

weak

strong

foresighted

0.4

13.

middle

middle

weak

normal

1.0

14.

middle

middle

middle

normal

0.6

15.

middle

middle

strong

foresighted

0.2

16.

middle

strong

weak

normal

0.8

17.

middle

strong

middle

normal

0.6

18.

middle

strong

strong

foresighted

0.1

19.

strong

weak

weak

sportive

0.6

20.

strong

weak

middle

sportive

0.4

21.

strong

weak

strong

normal

0.3

22.

strong

middle

weak

sportive

1.0

23.

strong

middle

middle

sportive

1.0

24.

strong

middle

strong

sportive

0.8

25.

strong

strong

weak

sportive

1.0

26.

strong

strong

middle

sportive

1.0

27.

strong

strong

strong

sportive

1.0

The table provides an overview on the different rules. In the left column, all 27 rules are listed.
The columns “acceleration_average”,” brake_average” and “eco_average” represent the three
parameters. Each parameter has the three linguistic terms “weak”, “middle” and “strong”. Every
row is a permutation of the three linguistic terms of the parameters. The right column
“driving_style” is the result of the rule. It has the three linguistic terms “foresighted”, “normal”
and “sportive”. Therefore, this table can be transformed into the Fuzzy Control Language
(FCL). The Fuzzy Control Language is a programming language especially designed for the
evaluation of fuzzy statements. It is a domain-specific programming language. Therefore, it is
only capable to interpret statements to the fuzzy logic. As example one transformed rule into
FCL is shown below for Rule 22:
“IF acceleration_average IS strong AND brake_average IS middle AND eco_average IS weak
THEN driving_style IS sportive WITH 1.0”
The rules cover all possible combinations to ensure a working system. The design of these
rules depends on prior knowledge to judge certain behaviour. The keyword “WITH” at the end
of every rule represents a factor for the strength of a rule. Rule 22 with a factor of 1.0 is
therefore stronger than rule 21 with a factor of 0.3. These factors are used to adjust the system
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and are chosen according to the experiments so that the system calculates the driving styles
correctly.

II.1.6. Results
After the calculation through the fuzzy system the output value is retrieved. This value
represents the driving behaviour of the driver during an individual trip. However, the developed
system does not only classify a driver into one driving style category, but provides a percentage
value incorporating two driving styles for the profile of an individual trip. This means that a
driver can be 75 % sportive and 25 % normal; this allows a better insight in the driving profile
of a driver.
Therefore, the system calculates a numerical number that correlates with the driving styles as
output. This is done with a scale between -10 and 10 that is used by the system for the
defuzzification. The distributions of the defuzzification of the driving style are shown in Figure
8.

Figure 8. Defuzzification of the driving style on the defined scale between -10 and +10

The x-axis shows the described scale between -10 and 10 for the driving style outputs, and on
the y-axis the degree of fulfilment of the linguistic terms is visualized. The linguistic terms are
divided into “foresighted”, “normal” and “sportive” and refer to the driving styles. The value of 10 characterizes a 100 % foresighted driver, the value of 0 characterizes a 100 % normal driver
and the value of 10 characterizes a 100 % sportive driver. The transitions between these
values are fluid and therefore a classification and a percentage mix of two driving styles is
possible. Marked in red on the left-hand side is the value of -5 which would refer to a
“foresighted” as well as “normal” driving style at 50 % each. Also marked in red is the value of
2.5, which refers to a 25 % sportive and 75 % normal driving style.
This fluent classification into more than one driving style allows a better assessment of the
driving behaviour. Therefore, not only the dominant driving behaviour can be evaluated but
also tendencies to other driving behaviours. Another benefit is that the developed Usage
Profiling is able to classify the driving behaviour with real-life driving data and can be used for
different applications for instance to increase the reliability and attractiveness of an EV or the
reduce the ecological footprint by giving personalized suggestions for a more ecological driving
style.
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II.2. Final psychological user profiles
To gather insights into the psychology of EV users, we designed a survey; a general overview
and main scientific theoretical concepts were already introduced in D6.1.
To summarize, the first part of the survey consisted of questions related to the general mobility
behaviour of participants, i.e. how they get to work/school, what kind of car sharing enterprises
they use, how many vehicles and vehicle/EV-related installations their household owns. The
second part of the survey consisted of questions related to electromobility. We asked
participants their future-orientation towards EVs, whether/how they have used/owned EVs,
why they drive/would drive an EV in terms of attitude functions, and barriers to EV use.
Then, we included a section on technological know-how and requirements: we asked for lay
models of battery use, EV-related smartphone solutions and recommender systems. We also
asked about lay models of energy and time consumption based on speed of driving.

Figure 9: Overview over concepts included in User Profile Survey (from D6.1)

We included a section on attitudes regarding the environment, and self-perceived driving
behavior through speedy driving, and sensation seeking.
Finally, we collected demographic information on people’s age, gender, living situation and
socioeconomic status, such as education, job position and income.
As ELECTRIFIC includes trial partners from a variety of different European countries, we
decided to translate the survey from a base English version into German, Czech and Spanish.
A back translation into English was carried out to ensure validity and correct transfer of
meaning. For this, of each partner, one translation was made into their language, and for the
back translation, someone without knowledge of the original English version was asked to
provide a back translation. We compared the two English versions for discrepancies and
adapted the translations wherever necessary to keep as close to the original meaning of the
phrases and items as possible.
Two specific user groups were targeted across the trial partner countries participating in the
project: a representative sample of each country, stratified by age, gender and education,
where most users would be CEV owners, and EV drivers, consisting of either EV owners or
EV sharing users. Recruitment of the first subgroup was conducted via online panel services,
with 500 persons recruited for each country. For the group of mostly EV owners and sharers,
an email was sent to EWALD customers. The average timespan filling out the survey was 12
minutes.
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II.2.1. Methodology and sample description
In total, in our data collection via E-WALD and general population, not considering a panel, we
collected 261 datasets. Average age was M = 38.42 (Standard Deviation (SD) = 13.18; Range:
14-78). 185 participants were men, 41 women, and the remaining 35 participants chose not to
disclose their gender or chose the option “other”. Data analyses from this sample were indepth reported in D6.2 and D8.3. Those are confidential and not accessible to the public, as
results, including results from panels below, will be published in a peer-reviewed journal paper
in the near future.
From E-WALD customers and the general population, we collected a sample in which 39.1%
(95 participants) had no EV experience whatsoever, while 25.9% (62 participants) owned an
EV and 25.5% (63 participants) used a shared EV, mostly through EV car sharing such as EWALD. 9.4% (23 participants) reported both owning an EV but also using a shared vehicle.
Responses to the survey were collected via panel between May and July 2019 in Spain
(N=521), Germany (N=510) and the Czech republic (N=501). The resulting distributions of
demographic and mobility variables by country can be seen in the tables below.
Table 4. Proportions of respondents in respective age categories (years) by country

18-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

above 60

Czech republic

0.21

0.22

0.21

0.18

0.19

Germany

0.21

0.18

0.2

0.23

0.18

Spain

0.19

0.2

0.19

0.15

0.27

Table 5. Proportions of respective highest educational level of respondents by country

Basic

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Czech republic

0.13

0.35

0.35

0.17

Germany

0.16

0.31

0.19

0.35

Spain

0.14

0.32

0.23

0.3

Table 6. Proportions of mobility behavior of respondents by country

Car based

Public transport

Active (biking, walking)

Czech republic

0.313

0.299

0.387

Germany

0.341

0.002

0.657

Spain

0.361

0.209

0.430

To assess potential motivators and barriers for using EVs, we developed items covering a wide
range of reasons for positive or negative attitudes towards EVs. Reasons for positive attitudes
included “saving time by charging at destination”, “fast and smooth acceleration”, “being green”
or “being an early adopter”. Possible reasons for negative attitudes included “high cost”, “to
little flexibility”, “limited range”, “lack of charging infrastructure”.
The 13 items covering possible reasons for positive attitudes and the 12 items for negative
attitudes were separately submitted to principal component analyses with varimax rotation.
Using scree plots we extracted two distinct factors for positive and three for negative attitudes.
Based on the highest loading items the two resulting scales (with respective internal
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consistency) for reasons for positive attitudes reflect green values (alpha = .90) and
instrumental advantages of EVs (alpha = .91). The resulting scales for reasons for negative
attitudes reflect high price (alpha = .74), little flexibility (alpha = .72) and a lack in the belief to
be able to use EVs (self-efficacy, alpha = .74).
The five drivers reveal an interesting distribution across countries (c.f. Figure 10). Being green
is seems to be a stronger driver towards EVs as compared to an EVs potential instrumental
benefits. This difference is especially pronounced for German respondents. High cost and low
flexibility seem to be the most pronounced barriers to EV usage quite irrespective of the country
of residence. This pattern was unaffected by previous experience of respondents with EVs.

5

Motivators and barriers for EVs

3
1

2

Rating

4

Spain
Germany
Czech Rep.

Green

Instrumental value

Too pricey

Too inflexible

Lacking self efficacy

Figure 10. Average levels of motivators and barriers to EV uptake by country.

Similarly to above, further results will be published in available in peer-reviewed publications.
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III. ERGONOMIC INTERACTIONS
INTERACTION (HMI)

AND HUMAN MACHINE

Part of the ELECTRIFIC project is to motivate and guide users in their use of EVs in order to
allow for a smooth user interaction with their EVs, charging stations while allowing for
environmental friendliness and grid friendliness. The ELECTRIFIC app represents this kind of
service for EV users. The GUI for EV users of the final incentives field trials will be presented
in the remainder of this chapter.

III.1. Trial ADAS design and short descriptions
III.1.1. WP6 app incentives trial ADAS
The WP6 application’s interface is a mix of research oriented content and optimal user
experience. It has been designed using Google Materials guideline while trying to reduce as
much as possible the user inputs or interactions to use it.
Please note that, in the following sections, the figures showing screens of the ELECTRIFIC
ADAS mobile application are numbered according to the internal numbering used in the app
development (scr-xxx).
The first time the app is installed, it requires the user to enter the vehicle that will be used for
driving (see figure scr-001). All the visible inputs are mandatory on the side of the connector
type. However, to make it easier and fill as much information as possible, the car field is
autocompleting the other ones when selecting a vehicle in the list. The driver has then the
opportunity to adjust the values. On the top right of this screen, there is a question mark button
that will guide the user through the interface.

Figure scr-001. Car settings screen (left) and help interface (right).
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From the Home activity it is possible to plan a new trip or navigate in the menu located on the
top left (see figure scr-002). If a trip is ongoing, the user is able to select the next destination
and resume the navigation using the appropriate button.

Figure scr-002: Home screen (left), side menu content (center), resuming a trip (right).

Before planning a trip, the app checks the latest available terms and conditions and data
protection text. If there is a newer version, the user has to accept it to be able to use the app
(see figure scr-007).

Figure scr-007: Terms and conditions screen (left) and data protection (right).
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While planning a new trip (see figure scr-003), the user is asked to input the starting point,
which is the current location by default, and the destinations. One or more destinations can be
filled and re-ordered to match the user’s preference. For each point of interest, the user can
enter the time spend at that location allowing the app to provide a better renewable forecast
along the trip.
To simplify this interface when using recurrent locations, the user can use the favourite system
(see figure scr-004) to save them using a custom name and re-use them later on.

Figure scr-003: From To activity screen (left), time input dialog (right).

Figure scr-004: Favorite creation dialog (left), favourite selection dialog (right).

After planning the trip, the driver receives a suggestion for the journey. At this point, users are
assigned in one of the three following incentive group: symbolic, financial or control.
The assignation lasts for 24 hours and is locked to the device to prevent users from any form
of cheating. Depending on the previously assigned incentive group, there is an animated icon
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in the bottom of this screen making the user aware of the potential reward available for
selecting and charging green at a charging station (see figure scr-005). The control group
doesn’t have an icon, leaving the space empty.
On the map, the driver is able to see the range estimation depending on the state of charge of
the vehicle, points of interests previously input and all the charging station around the planned
route. The stations icons are coloured using a traffic light colour system depending on the
forecasted
renewables
in
the
grid
when
reaching
it
(time-based).
To guide the user and help to understand the incentive functionality, the first time the trip
suggestion screen is reached, a full screen help is displayed (see figure scr-006). It contains
explanation about the CS selection, the range estimation and the incentive. This screen can
be brought back at any time by touching the question mark on the left of the activity, or by
touching the incentive icon.

Figure scr-005: Trip suggestion activity with incentives: Symbolic (left), financial (center) and
none (right).
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Figure scr-006: Trip suggestion full screen help about charging stations (left), range estimation
(center) and rewards/incentive program (right).

In the trip suggestion, all the charging stations around the planned route are touchable (see
figure scr-013). Touching one opens the information dialog in which all the details of the CS
are displayed. The driver can select the charging station by touching the appropriate button in
the dialog. This action updates the route on the map accordingly. A maximum of one charging
station by planned trip can be selected.

Figure scr-013: Route without CS selected (left), CS information dialog (center) and route with
CS selected (right).

The driver can then access the navigation and will be guided through visual and vocal
indications to the destinations (see figure scr-008). All the CS in a radius of 5km around the
current location are displayed on the map.
In order to receive the potential reward, a prompt is displayed right after reaching an eligible
charging station. The user has to confirm that the vehicle has been charged.
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Figure scr-008: Navigation activity (left) and charging confirmation when reaching CS (right).

The driver can view the list of received rewards on a page accessible from the side menu (see
figure scr-009). If no rewards have been granted, a message is displayed explaining the
purpose of this screen. However when rewards are available, the user can touch them to see
the relevant information: the voucher for the financial reward or the receipt for the symbolic
reward.

Figure scr-009: Reward screen without rewards available (left) and with one reward available
(right).

The side menu provides also the possibility to access all the social pages related to
ELECTRIFIC (see figure scr-010). The user can touch the desired button to open the web
page.
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Figure scr-010: Social activity.

In order to receive feedback from users and keep them as a centre point in the development,
a button is visible in the top right corner of the home activity and trip planning to open a
comment dialog (see figure scr-011). It is possible to select a category of feedback and enter
free text allowing us to review it and take actions.

Figure scr-011: Comment dialog.

Finally, before each trip and after reaching a destination, the user is asked to input the state of
charge of the vehicle (see figure scr-012). Before the trip, there is a possibility to input the
average consumption of the EV. By default, this is the manufacturer’s value or the one adjusted
by the user previously or in the car settings. After the first drive, the consumption is adjusted
using the provided states of charge.
These values are used to provide the drive with a range estimation in the trip suggestion in
order to reduce the range anxiety.
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Figure scr-012: State of charge (SOC) before the trip (left) and SOC after reaching a destination
(right).

III.1.2. Bayernwerk trial ADAS
The Bayernwerk application is similar in design to the WP6 version and contains most of its
functionality. There are however some differences.
First of all the application has to be locked in the Android interface. The user cannot leave it or
open another one, the ADAS app is then the only usable application on the device.
To comply with this restriction, the social screen has been removed as this would need to
access the web browser.
This version does not provide any incentives to the driver. All the related screens and UI
elements have been removed such as the reward page, icons in the trip suggestion and the
charging confirmation at the end of the trips.
Due to legal needs and the fact that one device does not belong to one single user, the app is
asking to accept the terms and conditions every time a new route is being planned. To enforce
this legal requirement, a dialog asking if the user changed (see figure scr-020) is displayed
either after being idle a certain amount of time in the navigation, resuming a trip from the home
activity or touching a specific button in the navigation to switch user.
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Figure scr-020: User change dialog in navigation (left) and before resuming a trip (right).

As the vehicles used are exclusively Renault Zoe, the app does not need to ask the user for
state of charge input. This information can be retrieved automatically in most of the case and
if there is an issue the input dialog is displayed to the driver.
On top of this, the application is able to provide battery health recommendation (see figure src021) personalized to the vehicle, using the current status along with the latest parking, charging
and driving information, divided in 3 categories: driving, parking and charging. These
recommendations appear as a notification in the bottom of the screen showing the amount of
suggestions for each category and the most important one on the top of these buttons. The
driver is then able to click on the button related to the group and select individual
recommendation to understand the reason of it.
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Figure scr-021: Battery Health Recommendations (BHR) notification. Main notification dialog
on the left. List of BHR in a selected category in the center and details of one BHR on the right.

Thanks to the Zoe API, the user can see the range estimation of the vehicle in use during the
navigation. Using this information and the charging station displayed around the current
location, the drive touch any of them to reroute directly to the desired CS.
The last difference is about the favourite system. It is now hybrid with user inserted favourites
and a custom static list of points of interests (see figure scr-023). The user is able to add and
remove custom locations, but the static list cannot be altered and contains all the addresses
related to Bayernwerk.

Figure scr-023:Hybrid favorites list.

III.1.3. Battery health information trial (eSumava)
The battery health information trial application version contains most of the UI and
functionalities of the WP6 version. A few elements have been modified to comply with the trial
requirements.
Terms and conditions have been removed of the application. Users can simply use it without
being asked to accept them as they already did when renting the vehicle from eSumava.
Similarly to the Bayernwerk trial version, the state of charge is retrieved automatically and the
manual input is only used as a failover.
Battery health recommendations are based on the day and displayed to the user in the form
of a notification in the bottom of the screen. However, there is a limited amount of
recommendations showed at the same time and the UI is adapted to show less information
(see figure scr-030).
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Figure scr-030: Battery Health Recommendation notification (left) and recommendation details
(right).

In this version, the favourites are completely replaced with a static list (see figure scr-031).
This list cannot be altered and remains the same, the user is only able to select elements in it.
The points of interest are located within and around the e-Sumava forest.

Figure scr-031:Static favorites icon in From To activity (left) and list (right).

Finally, incentives are not used in that trial and renewables percentages are not displayed in
the trip suggestion activity, meaning all the charging stations icons are sharing the same grey
colour (see figure scr-032).
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Figure scr-032: Charging station without colouring in Trip suggestion.
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IV. NON-FINANCIAL

AND

FINANCIAL

BEHAVIOUR

STEERING
In ELECTRIFIC, three categories of incentives exist. Non-financial behaviour steering will be
covered first. This includes psychological incentives, where we will start, and proceed from
there to symbolic incentives, along with their potential translation into material incentives.
Financial incentives are in-depth covered in D7.x documents, though we will also provide a
short summary here.

Incentives

Financial

Pricing

Material

One-time
payments

Goods

Symbolic

Coupons

Gamification

Psychological

Reward
programs

Defaults

Social Norms

Figure 11. Overview over incentives types and examples.

IV.1. Non-financial incentives
IV.1.1. Psychological behaviour steering techniques
Non-financial incentives that are based on psychological insights, for example the design of a
GUI, have multiple advantages over financial incentives. For example, they are beneficial in
the case where financial incentives are either not available or not feasible. Previous research
has also found that financial incentives tend to be non-sustainable in the long run, as
individuals tend to revert back to behaviour baselines (their initial behaviour) after a while [11].
Even under the assumption that symbolic incentives do not persist when removed either, at
least they can be upheld for long periods of time without additional costs.
Choice architecture [12] is part of the psychological incentive structures described above.
Nudges can be inbuilt, or gamification elements, which can impact the manner in which
decisions are made, as they provide a source of orientation in complex situations. In the
following, we will summarize those techniques that have been implemented in trials throughout
the ELECTRIFIC project.
Social norms, for example, represent rules referring to behaviour, emotions and cognition with
a binding nature within groups and/or societies [5][6]. The idea is that, by telling people how
other people behave or what others in their in-group have done, people perceive that this is
the correct choice of action, and adhere to suggested rules, especially in situations of
uncertainty.
Defaults come in place when for example setting up a user interface: when a set of options is
available, the default is the option the consumer will receive automatically if he/she does not
specify otherwise [9]. Studies on decision-making have shown that defaults tend to ‘stick’, that
is, people do not switch to another alternative [10].
Emotional or evaluative information can also be used [8], for example by feedbacking the
status via emotional faces (for example placing smileys on speed radars), presenting surviving
polar bears on ice sheets that melt when a driver drives in a non-environmentally friendly
manner, or green points collected to score higher on a leader board when the energy
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consumption is low - the latter falling into the category of gamification, which can also be
considered a symbolic incentive [7].

IV.1.2. Symbolic Incentives: Reward Programs
In ELECTRIFIC we analyse and discuss two possible implementations for symbolic incentives:
1) reward points programs and 2) gamification approaches. Both could also be combined in a
single approach. The idea is to incentivize the end-user to show eco-friendly behaviour.
Different types of eco-friendly were identified (see Table 7).
Table 7. Influence of eco-friendly behaviour (red marking behaviours the project was mainly
interested in)

Grid

Renewables

Battery

Energy Eff.

Routing

-

-

x

(x)

Charging

x

x

x

-

Driving (Behavior)

-

-

x

(x)

Parking

-

-

x

x

In this section, we consider grid status and renewable shares for EV charging. The goal is, to
incentivize end-user for sustainable (eco-friendly) charging. First, with symbolic reward points
programs (and gamification) and second, optionally with a translation into material incentives.
Discussion: price-dependent vs. price-independent
Different types of reward points programs are either
1)

tied solely to the price,

2)

tied solely to the amount of energy that has been charged, or

3)

depending on multiple parameters.

For using approach 1), we need to identify, how price and “sustainable” correlate. We then
could provide an incentive on top of pricing, which either amplifies the price, or contradicts and
even substitutes it. This can be the overall price paid for charging or the price per energy. In
case the charging price...
●
●

reflects greenness => receive more points for lower prices [not very useful]
contradicts greenness => receive more points for higher prices

When using approach 2), we would incentivize that users charge more kWh at a public CS.
Example: x points for x kWh charged
For approach 3), different input parameters would be considered, e.g. the charging rate (lower
rate => more points), time of the day (off-peak hours => more tokens), charging duration
(longer charging => more/less tokens).

IV.1.2.a. Architecture of Reward Programs
A reward points program consists of different components and layers. Data is collected on
specific hardware, e.g. EV, CS or smart meter and then aggregated. The measured and
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aggregated data then is translated into points according to an allocation scheme. The points
are distributed and transferred to the user accounts, which are accessible via a GUI, e.g.
mobile or web application. On the economic layer, the points are used in two ways: 1)
gamification approaches and intrinsic value or 2) translation into material and financial
incentives. Design and implementation of all components depends on the specific reward
points program.

Figure 12. Structure and components.

IV.1.2.b. Stakeholders and their optimization goals
In order to provide users of EVs with incentives for the specific execution of charging
processes, an associated decision basis for the respective stakeholders is necessary.
Stakeholders such as energy suppliers, grid operators, battery manufacturers, charging station
operators or also the EV driver itself pursue various optimization targets based on various
factors, such as the electricity price, the share of renewables, the battery condition, the degree
of utilization of charging points or individual connectors as well as the degree of utilization of
the current grid area. Whether and to what extent certain optimisation targets have been
achieved is to be evaluated with additional criteria.

IV.1.2.c. Parameters for incentive programs
The factors of time, location and power/energy are of utmost importance. The evaluation
parameters are shortly discussed below:
Time-based:
An EV user could e.g. receive an incentive to charge at certain times. This includes e.g.
charging within certain time slots over the day (15:00 - 16:00 hrs), spontaneous charging which
is carried out according to information within a limited time window (e.g. < 30 min.) or the time
in the connectors/charging columns is blocked by the charging process.
Location-based:
The location-based category addresses specific connectors and charging points as well as the
current grid status in terms of capacity utilization and the mix of renewables. The rationality
plays a major role here: which low-voltage grid, which supply line, which concrete connection
point.
Power/Energy-based:
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Power and energy-based categories refer to charging power in kW and charging power over
time in kWh. This includes, for example, the efficient utilization of the possible charging power
by maximizing the charging speed, an optimized charging rate over time (e.g. the lowest
possible fluctuations) or also the optimum charging process related to certain preconditions (if
the battery is already overheated, it should be charged at a slower speed).
As long as no charging process takes place, at least the factors time and place are always
relevant. If a charging process takes place, the power/energy factor is also relevant. By
considering these factors in combination with the optimization goals of the stakeholders, a
large number of possible combinations for the execution of charging processes results. It is
not necessary to mention that the evaluation of a charging process does not always address
only one single stakeholder but also potentially several stakeholders at the same time. This is
the case, for example, when a battery is already overheated and the battery owner
recommends a slow charge, while the price of electricity and grid utilization are high. Through
a slow charging process, the battery owner's objectives (temperature reduction), those of the
grid operator (reduced additional grid utilization) and those of the driver (reduced price by
carrying out a slow charging process) are met.
It is important in the process of elaborating suitable incentives that clear framework conditions
apply to an incentive so that the transfer of incentives and their fulfilment can take place
transparently. In addition to the categories mentioned, clear framework conditions also apply
to all data necessary for this, in combination with the associated resolution, quality and
availability.

IV.1.2.d. Required data and sources
A collaboration of different stakeholders is relevant for the evaluation of the incentives in order
to obtain the necessary data basis. In addition to general questions regarding data availability,
resolution and quality, there are various areas from which the data must be obtained and made
available. These areas include vehicle data, data on charging infrastructure, grid and user
data, as well as general information like for e.g. on sending and receiving messages. Secure
transmission channels, general data protection and legally compliant incentives are just as
necessary as the identification and the possibility of using the respective data sources. For a
better understanding, the various information classes are described detail shortly below:
Vehicle data: Vehicle data refers for example to the vehicle ID to enable a mapping with the
corresponding user or CS, the SoC before and after a charging process, the battery
temperature over time, the maximum charging speed or the movement data of the vehicle.
CS data: CS data includes, for example, the maximum charging speed at a connector, which
types of automatic load balancing are used, the state of the CS to check whether a charging
process was possible at all, and the CS ID for mapping with the respective EV or driver.
Grid data: Grid data refers to the current regional load of a grid area, a partial line or even a
direct connection point. In addition, information about the prevailing voltage quality and, if
applicable, the electricity mix in the grid could be necessary.
Driver data: Driver data includes, for example, the position of the person concerned, whether
the driver has read and reacted to the information provided to him, whether the parking space
is blocked or the CS is not working, as well as individual interests so that suitable incentives
can be sent to him.
In addition, of course, there is all the necessary information regarding the respective
incentives, which action steps lead to a reward and to what extent this is reduced/changed by
minor deviations.

IV.1.2.e. Reward program concepts
In the course of the ELECTRIFIC project, the combination of sustainable charging processes
with simultaneous consideration of economic efficiency is in the foreground. In particular, the
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three main topics are grid-friendly, battery-friendly and green charging processes. Related
stakeholders are, for example, the DSO with regard to grid-friendly charging processes, the
EFO with regard to battery-friendly charging processes and the general public with regard to
green charging processes, e.g. represented by government structures.
In order to consolidate common optimization goals in a further step, the first step is to create
incentive programs that are primarily tailored to a single stakeholder. The incentive programs
should reflect the economic interests beside the sustainable goals and the associated
necessary action steps (in this context charging processes) in the best possible way.
One possibility could be to establish a Grid-Friendly Charging Reward Program for the grid
operator. The charging processes should first and foremost be used in a way which is useful
for the grid, so that on the one hand there is an optimized grid utilization but at the same time
grid congestion is avoided. In addition to static incentives through known behaviour patterns
in the grid, dynamic incentives in short-term critical situations are also of particular interest in
order to suitably adjust or postpone the respective load. An increased life expectancy of the
components reduces the maintenance costs of the grid, where finally the user can benefit from.
A second example could be a program for battery friendly charging program, which addresses
the EFO, whose main objective is to increase the live time of their batteries. The main factors
are here the driving style, the charging speed and the way how to park EV when they are not
used for a longer time. It always plays a decisive role that the restrictions are proportionate to
the respective economic gains, if any, through proposed adjustments with regard to charging,
parking and driving. The reduced operating costs due to an improved battery life time can have
a positive effect on the usage prices of the vehicles.

IV.1.2.f. Design for a public welfare / social value and green reward program
A third example addresses higher-level structures, such as municipal utilities or government
structures, which primarily pursue goals for public welfare. A very prominent example in the
course of the energy transition is the maximized usage of local renewable energies. While the
energy mix is primarily of no economic significance for a grid operator or energy supplier,
government structures could use taxpayers money to further raise awareness of this change.
Table 8. Data required for a variety of parameters regarding reward programs

Parameter

Short description

Data (required
source)

and

Charging
within Charging in times with higher renewable Historic Ren%
specific time slots
shares. Shifting of the whole charging
Charging process (EV,
process.
CS)
Spontaneous/flexible Charge now if the renewable shares are Current, Forecast Ren%
charging
high. Shifting of the whole charging
Charging process (EV,
process.
CS)
Flexibility
during Charging in times with higher renewable Current, Forecast Ren%
parking duration at a shares. Shifting within the charging
Charging process (EV,
CS
process.
CS)
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Reduced
blocking No blocking of the CS before and after a Parking data (sensors)
times of a CS
charging process.
Charging process (EV,
CS)
Charging
at
specific CS

a Charging at a CS with higher renewable Regional Ren%
shares. Charging at a CS with low
Charging process (EV,
utilization to optimize the system.
CS)

Potential value and usage of points
●
●
●
●

Gamification (social): start a local competition between friends, communities,
companies even countries
Transfer into Financial Incentives: reduction of the charging price (kWh or free parking)
Transfer into Material Incentives: Voucher for any green or non-green product/service
Currency (intrinsic value, crypto/token economics): implement as an alternative
currency

Outlook: Techn. Concept & Implementation
For the system design, we consider following data sources in ELECTRIFIC:
●

EV: Renault Zoe cockpit service API
(https://app.swaggerhub.com/apis/Electrific.eu/Electrific_Cockpit/1.0.0)

●

CS: single testing CS or CSMS (be.energised backend)
(https://electrific.htb.solutions/docs/api/?legacy-v1#)

●

Ren%: energy mix forecasts (ELECTRIFIC service) and historic data (entso-e)

A decentralized reward program could be implemented on a distributed ledger technology such
as blockchain. The allocation scheme (not presented here in detail) is connected to a smart
contract, which receives data from the aforementioned data sources and automatically
transfers the points (or tokens) to the wallet of the EV user (which could be in the EV or on a
mobile app).
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Figure 13. Proposed decentralized rewards program implementation.

Unfortunately, due to limited resources and time constraints, we were not able to fully
implemented and test the concept within the ELECTRIFIC project. Further research and
implementation will be continued after the project.

Figure 14. Overview over actors involved and their interactions in a reward program
environment.

IV.2. Financial incentives
Financial incentives are a cross-work package topic. In this section, we focus on the financial
incentives in the context of pricing between the CSPs and the end users. The goal of the
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financial incentives is to entice users to change their EV mobility behaviour. In this section, we
describe the taxonomy of pricing strategies and how are they used in ELECTRIFIC.
In ELECTRIFIC, we considered several strategies of financial incentives (pricing) for EV
charging, shown in the Table below. We categorize the pricing mechanisms by 4 criteria, the
frequency of price changes, their magnitude, planning horizon for price changes and triggering
causes for the price changes:
Frequency of change: how often and how regularly the prices change. In case of a flat rate
they don’t change within the limits of one contract period e.g. a year. All other options have a
greater degree of dynamics.
Price spread and magnitude of price updates: Price spread is the absolute range in which
the price can be during an EV planning period, given by the min and max values. The
magnitude of the price updates refers to the price changes from regular pricing. For example,
if the pricing has a fixed rush our price between 8AM and 11 AM and fixed regular price at
other times, the price spread is the difference between the regular price and the rush hour
price. Price update is then the amount by which the price is changed in the rush hour by the
CSP and that need to be communicated to the drivers as it is different from the price jump at
11 AM that they are already used to.
Planning horizon/price commitment: Apart from the frequency of change and magnitude,
the horizon for which users can plan plays a great role in designing a pricing strategy. It
determines how much ahead of time the user is informed about the price change and in which
timeframe she can adapt her behaviour. Price commitment means whether users can commit
to certain consumption to lock the currently offered price. In case of event-based pricing, the
price changes after the surge was announced for all users. In case of dynamic pricing, users
commit to charge at the currently offered price, which may be closer to real time. When the
price changes, they are guaranteed the price that was offered at the time when they committed.
Determinants of price changes: Different causes may trigger price changes. For example,
in the case of event-based pricing the ‘events’ can be grid issues defined by the DSO like
deviations of grid quality parameters from some nominal range. Dynamic pricing based on
Markov Decision Process (described in Deliverable D7.3) adjusts the price continually
according to the grid state, predicted demand, occupation of the charging station, energy cost
etc.
In addition to these criteria, all pricing strategies should provide balanced budgets and energy
balance. While these properties are unrelated to the interactions of CSPs with the EV drivers,
they are important for the CSPs operation. CSPs budget is balanced when it is not making a
long-term loss. Pricing strategy that consistently prices charging sessions bellow the costs of
the CSP would not be budget balanced without some other sources of revenue. Similarly,
energy balance means that the pricing strategy should not intentionally consistently overbook
the charging capacity of the CSP in the long term.
Table 9 puts the above-mentioned dimensions into the context of the tariffs developed by
ELECTRIFIC for CSP-end user pricing.
Table 9. "ELECTRIFIC Tariffs According to Incentive Dimensions

Strategy

Frequency Price spread
of change

Planning
commitment

Flat rate

None in the None
research
period

Research period

Time/location- low
based pricing

horizon/price Cause

n.a.

Large
price Price is fixed, but different Demand for
spread, small between certain periods (e.g. charging
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price updates

rush hour) or locations. Price capacity
us updated in small steps
between long term observation
periods.

Event-based
pricing

low

Large
price Price change announced
spread, large minutes to hours in advance,
price updates
price changes for everyone.
Commitment to charge
(reservation) does not lock
price.

Grid/REN
events
defined by
DSO/ES

Dynamic
pricing

high

Large
price Price changes days to minutes
spread, small in advance, but commitment to
price updates
charge (reservation) locks the
price.

Grid state,
energy
price, CS
availability,
predicted
demand, …

The subsequent paragraphs explain the said tariffs:
Flat rate pricing is the baseline inspired by the current practice. The price (per unit of time or
kWh) remains constant within the duration of the contract. If the charging infrastructure is
available, users can charge at a flat rate price. The flat rate price is usually given as price per
kWh or price per minute and does not respond to any events in the system. This type of pricing
is currently used by E-Wald together with a slight geographical differentiation.
Time/location-based pricing is inspired by the demand driven parking fees, such as the
SFPark1 [1] project. This pricing method aims to distribute charging more evenly in time and/or
space by changing charging rates at various times and location based on the historical demand
data. This means that it is a time-based (or location-based) tariff where the price changing
pattern is known beforehand and not dependent of real time changes or events. The prices in
different locations and times are fixed and drivers understand these regular prices. The price
updates are performed based on the changes in demand and need to be communicated to the
drivers. The updates are infrequent and generally have a small scale while the regular
differences between locations or times of day can be large.
Event based pricing (formally named “surge pricing”) is inspired by critical peak pricing (CPP)
which has a long tradition on the U.S. electricity market. When the system (usually the grid,
but ‘events’ could also be defined differently) is operating in normal mode, the pricing is the
same as in the case of the flat rate pricing. When a system event is triggered (grid instability,
traffic congestion, …) the price will surge to multiples of the ‘regular’ price. This price change
is announced up to hours in advance, it remains fixed after the charging is booked or otherwise
committed. Event based pricing was used in the “green weeks” trial (Section V.3. ).
MDB based Dynamic pricing is described in detail in Deliverable D7.3. This pricing strategy
adjusts prices continually in response to a multitude of system variables, such as grid state,
CS state, demand state etc. The price changes happen often and while they can reach large
magnitude on par with event-based pricing, during normal operations they remain much
smaller.

1

http://sfpark.org/about-the-project/
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The pricing strategies discussed in this section are employed in ELECTRIFIC in different ways.
The flat-rate can be observed in action at the E-Wald charging stations. The event-based
pricing is applied in the “green weeks” (Section V.7. ). and all the pricing strategies are applied
in simulation trials in Deliverable 7.3. For details.

IV.3. Integration in trials – a summary
For further descriptions of the trials, please see D8.4, section V.
We have implemented social norms in the Eco Button Trial (D8.4, V.2.1.). In this trial, we
wanted to test whether descriptive and provincial social norms would affect drivers of EVs by
providing them with information on the eco button usage rates in other EVs by other E-WALD
customer. By providing users with information regarding how often other customers have
activated the eco button, we expected to find a higher instance of eco button activation, as
drivers would align their behaviour to those of other users.
In the same trial, we tested the default, where the eco button setting at the start of each drive
was pre-set to be either on or off. We originally intended to implement defaults in the first
version of the ELECTRIFIC app. Here, a dropdown format was supposed to be used to preset either a fast or a green default. We assumed that pre-setting a green default (as compared
to a fast or an active choice) would mean that more individuals would ultimately choose to
actually drive the green route. However this design choice did not prove to be user-friendly.
We used evaluable information about CO2 as a symbolic incentive and tested this in the
ELECTRIFIC app in a lab trial situation (D8.4, V2.2.). In particular, we presented users of the
app with feedback about how many emissions were generated on each route, comparing the
green and the fast route on screen. To make the information evaluable, we feedbacked the
amount of CO2 also in number of coffees that could be produced with this amount of emissions.
We also used evaluable information in the ELECTIFIC app in the field trial (D8.4, V2.2), where
renewable energy was presented in the form of a traffic light system, with green being a strong
recommendation to charge, while yellow and red showcased lower levels of renewables.
We used information as an incentive in the eSumava bike trial (D8.4, V2.3) to increase the
amount of people who would charge their bicycle by providing them information about the
renewables available at a particular charging station on their route.
We also used information as an incentive in the battery health recommendation trial (D8.4,
V2.4) in order to increase the likelihood of treating the battery so that its lifetime could be
extended.
We used a cup of coffee and a snack as a material incentive in the eSumava bike trial (D8.4,
V2.3) to increase the amount of people who would charge their bicycle by providing them with
an enjoyable treat at a restaurant that held a charging station on their route.
Finally, we integrated a version of surge pricing in the free charging incentive trial in E-WALD
when we offered customers a free charging opportunity when renewables were high (D8.4,
V2.5).
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V. BEHAVIOURAL TRIALS FINAL STAGE
This section covers trials conceived by the WP6 behavioural trials team. Many of the details
concerning these trials have been covered in D6.1; this information will not be extensively
repeated here, only provided in form of short summaries, as most trials described are up for
publication and are either under review or will be published in peer-reviewed publications
shortly.

V.1. Default & Norms Eco button trial
Information about this trial is also provided in D8.4. Further information will be available in a
published paper titled “Kutzner, F., Kacperski, C., Schramm, D. & Wänke, M. How far can we
get with eco tech?”

Figure 15. Smiley sticker example for eco button
trial, indicating control group

Defaults and social norms have been
shown to be effective in changing
people’s behaviours. We applied both
(as described in D6.1, section IV and
D6.2, section IV) to the usage of the
energy
efficient
driving
mode,
henceforth eco-mode. We manipulated
whether the eco-mode was activated at
the start of the drive, setting a default,
and whether stickers informed users
about the eco-mode usage of others,
creating a social norm. More specifically,
drivers were either informed how many
others of the same fleet or in the same
car had activated the eco-mode in the
last year. A sticker informing about the
existence of the eco-mode and a sticker
with just a smiley face (see Figure 15)
served as control conditions.

Driving data was recorded of 431 drives between 19.6.2017 and 16.12.2017. They were
completed by 123 different drivers with a median number of participations in the trial of 4 (mean
= 6.60).
First, we predicted the share of drive
time with eco-mode activated from the
default, eco-mode ON vs. OFF at the
start of the drive, and the social norm
condition, whether norm-information
was present (car or fleet) or not (info or
smiley) and the size of the trip (an index
containing the km covered and the time
spent driving). Results are summarized
in Figure 16.
Thus, defaults and social norms proved
effective
in
changing
drivers
behaviours towards activating the ecomode in an EV, with defaults having a
Figure 16. Share of drive time with eco button
turned on dependent on whether the eco button was large effect on the share of drive time in
which the eco-mode was activated.
on/off at start and which sticker participnats saw
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V.2. ELECTRIFIC application laboratory and field trial
results
V.2.1. Functionality testing
As already described in 6.2, a first functionality iteration of the ADAS trials was executed in
December 2017. The purpose of this trial was to present the ELECTRIFIC app to a select
group of users and have a controlled, restricted usability evaluation afterwards. Further
development was going to be strongly informed by data collected in this trial.
For this purpose, we recruited six (6) volunteers at the THD location who agreed to use the
app for a single destination trip. Together with a collaborator from THD, they received
instructions as to where to drive, and then completed the trip. Afterwards, we conducted
screen-by-screen replays and interviews for in-detail feedback about the app and how it could
be improved.
Based on the feedback and the interviews, we generated categories of comments: Minor UI
and HMI issues (symbology, terminology); major navigation issues; lack of feedback
opportunity and FAQ; route calculation and AI improvements; Conceptual requests were given
in the areas of range models, navigation interaction, CS selection /reservation /information.
Overall, the app was well reviewed on some metrics we generated, and the consent was that
it looked professional and satisfaction was medium to high.
The finalized version of the app based on these comments was presented to some further
users before the first ELECTRIFIC app behavioural trials were prepared and implemented.

V.2.2. ELECTRIFIC app laboratory trial
As already described in 6.2, we decided to implement the in section IV described incentives in
a lab trial. Participants were recruited from a student population at the university and took part
in a simulated driving study where they were first confronted with the app and the choices
within the app based on a simulated route they were going to drive later; there, they could
make their decision about faster or greener routing. The selected route then had to be
completed via a cognitive attention task, i.e. the time lost while doing a repetitive and highly
attention demanding task was put up as a counterbalance to the incentives of lost money or
an increased spending of CO2.
Information about this trial is also provided in D.3 and D8.4. Further information will be available
in a published paper titled “Kacperski, C. & Kutzner, F. Financial and symbolic incentives
promote ‘green’ charging choices.”
We collected data from 170 participants and found that in the control group, people were
significantly less likely to choose the green route as compared to the group that saw the CO2
incentive or the financial incentive group.

V.2.3. ELECTRIFIC app field trial 1
We attempted execution of a first field trial with the application in April 2018, attempting to
recruit E-WALD car sharing customers. We promised a reward of 5 Euros to download the app
and use it for a single drive. The response of participants was very low. Only 14 individuals
downloaded the app (including project members) and while 2 drives were logged internally, no
external user used it to drive.
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Further
attempts,
increasing the reward for
download, did not yield
any better results. An
analysis of reasons why
the app might not be
adopted by users was
then conducted, with
major changes decided in
particular with regards to
the AI that had so far been
implemented (see D7.2,
Figure 17. Overview over participant percentages with regards to D6.2) for a summary of
app interactions, i.e. final screens that were reached
the purpose of the ADAS
as navigation system that
provides intelligent routing. Navigation needed to be made consistent and safe and the UI
simplified, to allow for more user decision-making and flexibility while providing the desired
information. Therefore, the ELECTRIFIC app with Mapbox navigation integration was designed
(see Section III of this document, see D3.4).

V.2.4. ELECTRIFIC app field trial 2
With the application updated to fit newest requirements, we started recruitment in May 2019,
widening the participant pool to all EV drivers in Germany. Publishing the app in the Play Store
made it possible to easily gain access to the application. We also ran Google ads campaign,
a Facebook campaign and increased recruitment activities by publishing ads in online forums
and posting blog posts. Further details about participant collection is described below in V2.5.
The field trial commenced officially on July 1 and in the first wave was completed August 15.
312 participants were recorded to have downloaded the app, with most trying it, but not driving.
35 participants used navigation, of which 7 charged at a selected charging station.

V.2.5. ADAS participant recruitment
V.2.5.a. Google Play & Facebook advertising campaign
Promoting the ELECTRIFIC app on Google Play is one of the opportunities to get the visibility
that our tool needs. In fact, advertising to promote the ELECTRIFIC app and increase
downloads in Google Play not only allowed us to reach many people and get downloads, but
also the system gave us the ability to make exhaustive configurations to know the behaviour
of people to the project’s ad and app. In this way, we were able to optimize results and better
understand how it is used. To get maximum visibility to promote the application on Google
Play, the Ads platform has offered us several options, which we have combined:
Advertisements in the Search Network; Extension of Adwords Application, and Advertisements
on the Display Network.
•Advertisements in the Search Network: these types of ads have a text format that is displayed
in Google's search results. These download ads are activated with the familiar keywords, but
with a different approach and as generic as possible.
•Extension of Adwords Application: the “Call” button has appeared in some results when we’ve
searched Google from our mobile. Thus, while promoting and allowing access to ELECTRIFIC
website, we’ve had the possibility of being contacted directly. The same has applied to
applications. It’s been possible to place a wake-up call that highlights, within an advertisement,
the possibility of downloading a mobile application.
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In this format, our app advertising has been shown both on websites we visit and in other
applications that include advertising. The type of format can be text or image (visually
attractive). It has also offered us multiple segmentation possibilities and we’ve reached our
target audience defined on Google Play Site (people from 25-+65 years old, passionate for the
use of all kind of technology tools, apps…, and from Germany, Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland and Switzerland).
The Ads campaign on Facebook had two objectives: 1) Conversion (focused on app
downloads), and 2) Traffic (focused on getting more followers on social networks). It had also
2 phases: 1) Ads Test, and 2) Investment of all budget at the ad that works best.
First phase (Test)
The ADS Social Campaign strategy for ELECTRIFIC focused on the design of a group of ads
made up of a display and their respective copy, where they were differentiated among
themselves with small adjustments both in their design and in their segmentation and
configuration of the target audience.
This phase we called TEST: we invested a low budget and it allowed us to evaluate in the
course of a short period of time, the results obtained by each one of the advertisements. In this
way we identified which ads worked best, and we started to have real information about our
users.
The groups of ads were then divided by languages, considering each country as a unique
group. This has not only helped us to be more effective, but also we’ve been able to begin to
identify the results in each country.
Second phase
In the second phase of the project the advertisement was used that had worked best in the
test phase.

V.2.5.b. Press releases Germany
A press release was issued by the University of Mannheim on July, 7th, which was taken up
by several online magazines like e.g. Stadt und Werk2. On the one hand this lead to a lot of
further requests from journalists and the people from the public (interviews ongoing at the time
of writing this document), and on the other hand this served as a blueprint for the ad campaign
at Electrive and several EV fora.

V.2.5.c. Electrive and EV fora advertisement campaign
A thorough research on the platform landscape of public EV discussions in Germany revealed
that electrive.net was the focus of this activity. In order to disseminate information and thus
download rates of the ELECTRIFIC ADAS, first the UNIMA press release was distributed by
this platform.
In a second step, an ad was placed at this forum in all published articles of eletrive.net during
one week from July 17th - July 23rd.
In parallel, Sonja Klingert (UNIMA) registered as participant in several EV discussion fora
where she posted the information about the new app and kept up a lively discussion. Following
these activities, the download rates of the app experienced a sharp increase.

2

https://www.stadt-undwerk.de/meldung_31989_Wegweiser+f%C3%BCr+gr%C3%BCnes+Stromtanken.htm
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V.3. Event-based pricing trial E-WALD (“Green Weeks trial”)
Based on financial incentive research as described in D6.2 and section IV.2, we designed a
trial where we could investigate how EV drivers react to event based pricing, in particular to
the idea of receiving a free charge if they go and charge when renewables are high.
For this trial, we approached E-WALD charging customers in spring 2019.
Participants were randomly chosen from the total pool of E-WALD charging customers, who
were able to use their charging card at E-WALD charging stations free of charge in time slots
between 11:00-15:00 on days when renewable energy was predicted to be particular prevalent
in the grid. 13 such slots were made available throughout the 6 weeklong trial.
The trial was successfully completed, and the results showed that charging was conducted
significantly more often when it was free; however, as this was always provided in combination
with information about high renewables, we strongly assume that the added effect of a
symbolic and financial incentive together was the driving force behind strong behaviour change
effects.
Final results will be available in a published peer-reviewed paper.

V.4. E-bike trial e-Sumava
The e-bike trial in e-Sumava was conceptualized after it became clear that extending the
ELECTRIFIC App trial to this region would not be possible due to a lack of infrastructure, in
particular the lack of EVs or need from the side of customers for an app as it has been currently
conceptualized, for the purpose of touristic exploration.
The details of the trial and its implementation are provided in D8.3 and D8.4.
The e-bike trial in e-Šumava started in summer 2018, involving tourists that rented e-bikes for
leisure. The e-bike customers could use email or cell phone to make reservation, as both
contacts are displayed on e-sumava.cz website. e-Šumava uses a CSV sheet whenever
reservations are implemented.
Each day, participants in the bike rental programme received a different flyer – some of these
flyers were purely informational regarding a charging station at Chata Rovina, a location close
to the bike rental where one can visit a cafeteria; some were provided information about the
possibility to charge green energy at this location for their bikes – the symbolic incentive for
charging there. And finally, some were flyers that provided a voucher for a free coffee in case
of charging their e-bike – the material incentive. We were investigating the willingness to
charge at the provided location when receiving each of these flyers. We expected that the
strongest effect would be found for the flyers that provide both information about green
charging as well as provide a material incentive to do so.
The tourists received, after the flyer, the e-bikes with Trackimo position devices together with
some touristic site’s suggestions.
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Figure 18. Left Up: Free Charging; Left Bottom: Green Free renewable charging; Right Up: free
charging with coffee and a snack for free during charging; Right Bottom: Green free renewable
charging with this voucher, coffee and snack for free during charging.

Figure 19. Trackimo location tracking of e-bikes
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The figure above shows how Trackimo GPS device recorded positions. Data can be also
downloaded in CSV format. This data are then implemented in record sheet.

Figure 20. Record sheet provided to eSumava to track participants

When tourists returned e-bikes they received the prepared questionnaire. Filled questionnaires
were then scanned and sent for further processing.
Due to a very cold, rainy and often snowy Spring 2019 on Šumava mountains, the trial was
halted over winter until it officially re-started on May 3rd. Data collection will be continued until
after the project is finalized, though a brief summary of intermediate results are provided in
D8.4. Around 80 participants were recorded, of which around 20% charged. Most individuals
charged in the material and combined voucher conditions.
Final results will be available in a published peer-reviewed paper.

V.5. Barcelona Scooter trials – a final summary
One of the ambitions of ELECTRIFIC was to perform a trial in Barcelona in collaboration with
e-Scooter companies.
The e-Scooter companies work under a free floating, battery swapping, centralized charging
business model. This means that the user can “drop” the scooter anywhere in within the
established geofencing areas defined in each provider´s App (Motit, Yugo, Scoot). In order to
keep the vehicle´s batteries charged at all times, the EFO sends operators to the location of
the scooters to do a battery swap, therefore the user has no responsibility in the EV’s charging
process. Ultimately the operators bring all the discharged batteries to the central depot where
they are charged overnight. While this model is highly appealing to the customer, it generates
frictions and deficiencies in the EFOs operation system as well as in its infrastructure.
The objective of the trial was to promote user behaviour in relation to the delivery point / parking
of the vehicle and the response of users to economic and social incentives (related to vehicle
charging). Specifically, the human decision making would be incentivized to return their
scooters to a specific assigned space in order to minimize battery collection time and efforts
from the scooter companies. This proposal has been denominated as the Hotspot incentive
program.
Over the last year, ELECTRIFIC worked together with the e-scooter sharing company SCOOT
on the design for the execution of a trial based on the analysis of the psychological profile and
changes in user behaviour.
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Figure 21. SCOOT vehicles and geofencing area within Barcelona limits

As stated before, the trial consisted in carrying out a pilot test on the behaviour of users when
receiving incentives to park in specific areas designated for the concentration of EVs and thus
facilitating the operation of battery swapping. A system of incentives would be established to
bring the vehicles closer to the Hotspots reducing the costs involved in the collection of
batteries, such as personnel, vehicles or energy. These areas would potentially become
decentralized charging points for a considerable number of batteries. The capacity of each
hotspot would be defined during the study based on variables like land availability, accessibility
and the user’s response to the incentives.
The specific objectives of this trial would be to provide the theoretical basis and design for
experimental environments for the pilot and receive the results for further analysis; to improve
the theoretical understanding of how different psychological profiles affect the effectiveness of
economic and psychological techniques for behaviour change; and to provide the strategic
solution and guidelines for designing the person-App interaction with ergonomically optimized
techniques to change human behaviour and accept ICT suggestions by increasing overall
attractiveness.
To achieve these goals, it was planned for the program to carry out the following tasks:
1.

Profiling of users regarding the use of electric vehicles, driving style or "user
interaction styles when parking".

2.

Implement incentives in an intelligent and assessable way, that contributes in the
design and presentation of incentives and how to evaluate their effectiveness and
impact.

3.

Promote objective behaviours, such as accepting suggestions from the App and follow
the notices of recommended places for parking vehicles.

The implementation of theoretical hotspots would be achieved through incentives as economic
benefits for bringing vehicles to these strategic points as an alternative to the common "door
to door" service. The trial would define the type of incentive in coordination with the
management company, contrasting and optimizing two kinds of reward programs:
a) Financial incentives, for example: discounts and promotions, prizes, or even through
financial compensation.
b) Psychological or symbolic techniques, for example: information, default settings and
social norms.
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The cost derived from the economic incentives would be covered by ELECTRIFIC. A significant
number of users would be selected with a limit of between 50 and 80 people. The duration of
the program would be determined based on the number of invited guests and the
representative data that can be obtained, but in no case would it exceed two months. The
invitation to participate and the reward system must be managed from the same app, since
ELECTRIFIC does not seek to interrupt the software ecosystem of SCOOT.

Figure 22. Map of preliminary Hotspot proposal for SCOOT in Barcelona

As stated in D8.4, this trial did not get implemented in Barcelona due to the complexity in the
business model of the e-scooter companies.
Different factors, such as the specific characteristics of the business model or the difficulty
presented in engaging non-partner companies to contribute in this type of projects, have been
decisive in the fact that it was not possible to achieve the e-scooter trial. Unfortunately, at the
moment the ELECTRIFIC proposal was submitted, the Consortium had first reached a
collaboration agreement with the company Motit, one of the first companies to operate in the
city. However, due to unknown reasons, Motit does not longer provide its mobility service in
Barcelona, as of 2017.
As foreseen in the initial planning of ELECTRIFIC, one of the risks in the development of WP6
trials included inconclusive experimental tests and trials due to limited access to participants.
The contingency plan defined a setup of incentives for participations and complementing field
experiments with small-scale lab experiments which would be fast to be implemented.
ELECTRIFIC followed the contingency plan without positive results.

V.6. Battery health information trial
The battery health information trial was planned to test the self-efficacy and knowledge gain of
EV users when receiving battery health recommendations in a real world scenario.
Additionally, the electromobility and service acceptance of participants was analysed in order
to see their reaction when receiving such information during driving.
5.i.1 Trial design
The trial was organized between 1st and 30th of June 2019 at the e-Šumava site in the Czech
Republic. Users were provided with an EV of type Renault ZOE R210 by the installation of an
onboard tablet device, which was equipped with the ELECTRIFIC app. This shows general
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battery health recommendations depending on the week day. More information on the
organizational trial design can be found in deliverable D8.4 section V.2.4..
When tourists arrive to the e-Sumava location, they are offered to use the EV for doing trips to
POIs on Czech as well as German side of the local national park. All POIs are nearby to CS
so that the tourists can charge at each stop. After this, they receive a trial instruction paper
explaining this experiment and their personal contribution. Here, they are informed about a
questionnaire, to be filled out with honest decisions, as well as the confidentiality in handling
trial results by ELECTRIFIC. Second, they are instructed in using the ELECTRIFIC app which
provides them with routing features and EV battery health recommendations.
Each EV booking is documented with an arbitrary numerical booking identifier by e-Sumava
staff. If this identifier is an even number, a questionnaire, see Figure below was handed out to
the user before a trip. This is necessary to create a control group for the experiment. Odd
booking identifiers define cases when users receive the same questionnaire at the return of
the vehicle. This way, the other half of participants can answer the questionnaire with gained
knowledge and opinions.
The questionnaire is structured as follows.
The booking date fields as well as question 1 are required for the analysis of trial data. This is,
since different recommendations are provided throughout the week and due to the fact that
users can install the ELECTRIFIC app on their smartphone and drive with a personal vehicle.
Question 2 checks the user knowledge on EV battery health, where they can either reflect their
knowledge (control group) or knowledge gain.
Most important, question 3 tests the self-efficacy of the participants. Here, a positive result
(average value of at least 2 on Likert scale) should indicate if the recommendations are helpful
for the participants.
To receive further feedback on the organization of the trial as well as the functionality of the
ELECTRIFIC app, participants can state their opinion on the trial and infrastructure service as
well as the app support when crossing national borders.
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Figure 23. Questionnaire prepared for the Battery Health recommendation trial in Sumava

As stated in deliverable D8.4 section V.2.4.c, the trial could not be performed due to technical
issues. Therefore, it was not possible to collect any samples of data. However, the trial design
can be helpful for further research in this area.

V.7. Pricing Trials
The simulation trials with different pricing strategies are described in Deliverable D7.3 and
Deliverable D8.4. In this section, we give a brief overview of these simulation trials.
Simulation trials focus on the evaluation of ELECTRIFIC-developed dynamic pricing strategy
against the flat-rate, location/time-based pricing and event-based pricing strategy (see Section
IV.2. for details).
We evaluated the pricing strategies in two main scenarios: first, a standalone evaluation of
pricing strategy, considering only single charging station, and measuring the performance of
the pricing strategies against same stochastic demand. The goal of this trial was to evaluate
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performance of charging strategies from the point of view of a single charging station and
observe the local effects of the pricing strategy.
The second evaluation scenario was deployed in the multi-agent evaluation testbed and
involved deployment of the same pricing strategy in all charging stations in the simulated
network. In this scenario, we were observing effects of the pricing strategies on the
performance of the system.
In the first evaluation, the dynamic pricing strategy came ahead of all other pricing strategies
in terms of both charging station utilization and revenue, with the advantage most pronounced
in high demand scenarios and for highly elastic demand. For details on the results of this
scenario, see Deliverable D7.3.
In the second scenario, we found out that with planning, the difference between various pricing
strategies is relatively small. In these trials, the dynamic pricing strategy led to lowest average
trip times, as it managed to shift demand in both time and space to reduce waiting times at
charging stations. However, the difference from other pricing strategies was only around 5%
of total charged energy. Another notable result was that the renewable-event based pricing
strategy as implemented with two price levels (full price and free) may not lower consumption
of non-renewable energy. While the event-based pricing slightly improved the ratio of
consumed renewables to non-renewables, the additional consumed energy offset this benefit.
For future pricing strategies aiming to improve consumption of renewables, more fine-grained
approach should be taken than a two-level pricing that was used in the “green weeks” trial. For
more details on the results of this scenarios, see Deliverable D7.3 or D8.4.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
EV users are, in many ways, the key to reaching the main objectives and goals of
ELECTRIFIC. They are the ones who decide how they will use their vehicles, where they will
drive and when they will charge; if they can be given a smart navigation system and adopt its
suggestions, this can be done to the benefit of the entire ecosystem.
Approaches that target this decision process and incentivize or increase motivation towards
certain choices can be very helpful. EV users’ psychological make-up and their needs, barriers
and motivations need to be analysed. The smart solution can then be equipped with this
knowledge in order to provide the best user experience while guiding the user to make better
choices.
In Section II, we gave a final summary of the usage and user profiling that we carried out within
the project. Results here indicate that both ecological factors and technical affinity are major
factors in purchase of EVs and that major barriers are lack of infrastructure and charging
station interactions. This process needs to be further optimized. Usage profiling can allow for
inferences regarding driving styles, with experimental testing a major help in understanding
driving and behavioural patterns of EV users.
Section III presented the final ELECTRIFIC application UI as well as the HMI component and
design process that led to it. It gives an overview over screens and possibilities that can be
carried out after download. The main factor was an update towards a user-focussed design
that incorporated map-based choices and a traffic-light renewable feedback system as the first
of its kind.
Section IV provided a brief overview over each subset of behaviour steering techniques
available (financial and non-financial), in particular going into detail on symbolic and material
incentives.
Section V described all completed trials that utilized a behavioural perspective in their
conceptualization. Trial information should always be read in conjuncture with D8.4 documents
for a full overview.
In conclusion, a plethora of results have been obtained in WP6 over the period of the project:
research and investigation results have showcased the psychology and driving behaviour of
EV users; analyses were conducted to find and evaluate the best possible approaches to
incentivizing routing and charging behaviour in a more user-centric and cohesive manner while
improving the whole charging cycle; HMI was improved over three adaptive stages of app
development to produce the best possible version of an ELECTRIFIC app considering the data
available, which can provide the user with the knowledge and when to charge and how to get
there; and finally, a variety of trials have tested these incentives and the application in both the
laboratory and the field.
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